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Campus 'Radio Station' Opens Tonight
A Cappella Choir Presents
Home Concert Sunday
A Cappella Choir, under the direction of Dr. James Paul
Kennedy, will present its home concert at 8:15 Sunday evening, Jan. 18, at the First Methodist Church. The presentations will include serious and light selections of sacred, secular, spiritual, and folk songs.
The concert is usually held on campus, but because of
play rehearsals the Main Auditor!-*—
urn is unavailable.
The concert is being sponsored
by the Bowling Green Council of
Churches. No admission will be
charged, but an offering will be
taken during intermission.
The program is as follows:
"Then Round About the Starry
Throne" by Handel from the oratorio "Samson;" "Let Us Rreak
Their Bonds" from Handel's "Messiah;" "To Thee We Sing" by
Tkach from the Liturgy of the
Russian Church; and the Russian
Christmas Chant, "God Is With
Us" by Kastalsky.
"Our Father" by GretchaninolT
from the Liturgy of the Russian
Church; a Jewish Chant. "Am Yisroel Chay" by Gaul; "Beautiful
Savior;" and "Praise to the Lord"
by Christiansen.
"Modern Music" by Billings,
Scott's "Go Down Moses," an
Egyptian Spiritual, "Dark Cloud
Cover The Sea" by Shure; Dawson's Negro Spiritual, "Ezekicl
Saw the Wheel."
"Set Down Servant" by Shaw;
Schuman's traditional
Austrian
song, "The Orchestra Song;" "The
Deaf Woman's Courtship" by Siegmeister; and a Czechoslovakia!!
folk song by Manney, Come and
Dance Now."

Smoking Rules
Given Review
Smokers Beware ! Smoking
reflations will be in force from
April 1 to November 1. Students
are not allowed to smoke in the
following building: the Library.
Training School, Ad Hldfr., PA
Hldg., Industrial Art,** Bid*.. Airport Bldp., and the Men's and WoMen's Gymnasiums (except in living quarters where rules are in
operation, and in temporary dormitories where rules are in force.)
Tenuities! For the first, second, and third offenses the violator
may be fined from $1 to $5. For
the 4th the Court is empowered to
recommend dismissal from the
University.
From November 1 to April 1
smoking is allowed in the runways
between the Ad Bldg. and Science
Bldg., and Ad Bldg. and Training
School, also at the front entrances
of the Library and PA Bldgs.
Infractions by fuculty members
. will be handled by th Administration.

Frosh To Elect
Officers
Student Senate discussed two
coming elections at its meeting last
Monday night.
Election of freshman class officers will be held Wednesday, Jan.
21, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Well. Nominations of candidates
for these offices were held last
Wednesday night. Preferential
voting will be used.
Each candidate must have his
campaign literature removed within 24 hours after the election or
his name will be eliminated.
Election of a vice-president and
secretary to fill vacancies in these
offices in the Student Senate will
be held early in February. The
date is not yet definite.
The vice-president must be a
senior whose accumulative average
is at least 2.0 and who has served
at least one semester on the Senate.
The secretary must lie a junior
woman who has an accumulative
average of 2.0 or better.
Further information on these
elections may be obtained by calling Dave Aurelius at West Hall,
127D3 after 10 p.m.

January Grads
Seniors who are graduating in
January may order graduation
announcement. Monday in the
Woll.
Seniors who plan to gradual*
in January must pay their diploma fee at the Business Office.
Feet should be paid during the
week of Jan. 19 to 23.

Broadcasts
To Be Heard
on Campus

Students May
Pre-Pay Fees
Second semester registration
fees may be paid Jan. 26 through
Feb. :i at the ltusiness Office.
Upon completion of final registration cards (including listing of
fees) at the Registrar's office during exam week, students will bring
completed cards to the Business
Office for payment. All students
except those who may have schedule and fee changes are urged to
prepay fees during exam week to
avoid fee lines the folowing week.
Fees for veterans will be processed as scheduled by hte Veterans Office. Complete information
for registration will be published
next week.

Lucky Finger Opens Monday For
World Premier in University Theatre
The world premiere of the new
comedy, "The Lucky Finger," written by Irish Playwright Lennox
Robinson, will be held at 8:15 p.m.
in the University Theatre. Monday
Jan. 19.
Formal or semi-fo-ma1 dress i:
requested of those attending.
Hollywood Cfcarncter Actr< a.
Miss Sara Allgood, Hollywood
character actress, has the leadin<
role portraying the part of Julia
Clancy. Miss Allgoed was brought
to Bowling Green by Mr. Robinson
who worked with her in the Abbe>
Theatre.
Directed by Prof. Frederick G.
Walsh, the play will be presented
for six nights at 8:1b.
Phillip
Miles is technical supervisor.

Ticket Sales
Ticket, for "The Lucky Finger" went on .ale this morning
and may be obtained through
Jan. 23.
Student, may purchase reserved ticket, for 5 cent. plu.
"Ac" card.. General admission
to the public i. $1.
Hour, for the ticket .ale will
be 10-12 and 1-4 in front of the
Main auditorium.
Family Fortune
"The Lucky Finger" concerns
the fortune of a family in a small
sea-side town in Ireland. The her
oine is a middle-aged woman, .the
only member of the family who all
her life has been poor and neglect
ed. She has an unforseen stroke
of good luck and suddenly becomes
comparatively wealthy and the
whole picture of her life changes.
Mr. Robinson completed the
play after his arrival in Bowling
Green. It is under consideration
by the Theatre Guild.
Reception Follow.
Panhellenic Council is sponsoring a reception following the world
premiere. Everyone who attends
the premiere is invited.
Cast Member.
Supporting cast members are:
Patricia Mann, Cleveland, Statia
Clancy; Philip Miles, Dayton, Richard Clancy; Virginia Marion,
Mansfield, Emmy Clancy; Ellin
Elaine Fruchey, Napoleon, Pbck

Campus radio station WRSM,
the "wired wireless." goes on the
nr at r> this evening. Prof. Sidney
Stone of the speech department
announced today.
Students ean
receive the programs at 600 kilocycles from 5 to 7 p.m.
WKSM, student operated and
maintained, consists of a wiring
HI i'iingement with the university
building*, an amplifier, and transmitter.
Any radio in a campus
building can pick up the programs.
WKSM is registered with the
register now
Federal Communications CommisRegi.trar John W. Bunn an- sion and the station itself is affilinounce, that lKi» will be the last ated
with the
Intercollegiate
week for student, to have their broadcasting System.
Programs
schedule, made out for the »ec- will be sent out five days a week
ond ieme.ter.
and will feature music, news, short
plays,
interviews,
and
sports
broadcasts. Arrangements arc being made for the announcing of
home games over the wires.
Student. Do Program.
Most of the work will be perAdvanced sale of textbooks will formed by classes in radio with
begin Jan. 14 and will extend some arranging and announcing
The Press Club
through Feb. .'I, it was announced by volunteers.
will handle a five-minute survey of
by Paul Shepherd, University Hoftk local news three days a week at
Store manager.
6:55.
Beginning Feb. 4 and extending
Part of the station's equipment
through Feb. 6 the bookstore will was secured by Mr. F. E. flcatty,
director
of services, und Mr. E. J.
be closed to cash sales in order
that veterans books may be de- Krcischcr. b u s in e s s manager,
livered to their classrooms. Nor- through the War Assets Administration and has been in the promal sales will begin Feb. 7.
cess of construction for some four
months. The amplifier and transmitter were built by the Howling
Circen Household Appliance Shop.
Came. Will Be Aired
Previously-mentioned plans for
broadcasting basketball games are
being made with Coach Harold AnFree inoculations for diphtheria derson. If arrangements are comand whonpinjc COUgh und vaccina- pleted in time, Bowling Green stutions for small pox will be avail- dents unable to attend games will
able for the children of University hear them from un on-the-spot anveterans and faculty members, Fri- nouncer over the radios in their
day, Jan. 2.'(, at .'{ p.m. in the Uni- own dormitories.
versity Hospital, Dr. \V. H. Hrown,
A Campus Bulletin Board conannounced.
Children -from five taining the latest departmental und
months up to school age will be official announcements will be pretreated.
sented at a definite time daily
The inoculations will be Riven ulong with campus news which will
in two doses, the second dose to be be given later in the hour.
given the latter part of February.
Staff of the station consists of
Dr. Brown, nssisted by Mrs. Vir- Gordon Ward, station program diginia Kpps, student, will adminis- rector; Joan Bender, music directer the inoculations. The nursing tor; '.'inn's Hof, music librarian;
service and equipment will be do- Byron Powell, chief engineer; and
nated by the local County Health Mildred Shurtleff, traffic director.
Department and the serum is being
Kohl Hall, Fraternity Row, and
given by the State Department of North Dorm have not yet been
Health.
wired to receive the first programs.
Literature on child care and They will be wired as soon as poscommunicable childhood diseases sible.
will be given to the parents.

Textbook Sale
Begins Jan. 14

Hospital Gives
Shots Jan. 23|!

phys ed majors

Vets' Check
With Jordan
All veterans in training under
public law 346 who are graduating
or not planning to return to school
for the second semester should
stop and see J. W. Jordan in Room
17 and fill out forms in order that
their training may be interrupted
prior to the end of this semester.
This action must be taken if
records are to be kept straight.
Veterans who have not received
all subsistance checks due them up
to Jan. 1 should check with Mr.
Jordan in Room 17.
Clancy; Richard Bauman, Sandusky, Charles Clancy; Robert Jones,
Conneaut, Maurice Clancy; Helen
Tsarones, Elyria, Marjorie Clancy;
Richard Lenhart, Rawson, Paddy
Clancy; Phyllis Sangston, Detroit,
Honor Clancy; Lawrence Kuhl,
Cincinnati, Sir Adrian Burke; William Prentice, Sandusky, Stephen
Foley.
H. Beresford Menagh, Vancouver, Canada, John Twohig;
Walter Rock, Fremont, Eddie Two-

hig; Susanne Whistler, Dayton,
Sister Mary Francis; Dorothy Skriletz, Elyria, Sister Sebastin; Richard Mix, Cleveland, Jim; Judson
Ellertson, Madison, Squint Robinson; Robert Triplett, Hicksville,
Stuart Bingham; Richard House,
Malveme, N. Y., Civic Guard; Patricia Johnson, Rochester, Mich.,
Maggie Delaney; Doreen Kuhl,
Fostoria, Annie Twohig; Ernest
Capron, Three Rivers, Mich., Patch
O'Callaghan; and Jeanne Barber,

Cleveland, Biddy Burke.
Technical Crews
Assisting in the production of
the play are: John N'agy, assistant
to the director; Judson Ellertson,
property manager; Marjorie Hilt,
costumes; Mary Fournier, business
manager; Wayne Warren and
Howard Dickerson, lighting; Don
Prittie, sound; and Bob Sondcregger, stage crew head. Mrs. Lee
Z. Hafkin is play publicity director.

Student Employment
Bureau Enlarges Staff
Students interested in working
on the staff of the Student Employment Bureau should write a letter of application to Sal Giudice
at the Bureau's office or at the Pi
KA house. For more information
inquire at the Employment Bureau.

All men and woman physical
education majors, who are going
to graduate at any time in 1948,
should meet in Room 101 of the
Men's Gym at 6 p.m. on Jan. 14
The moating is imperative.

Directories
Still Selling
Student directories may still be
purchased in the office of the Student Christian Fellowship, llollis
Hayward, director of the organization, said today.
The books went on sale Tuesday,
Ian. 6, after a six-week delay in
obtaining them. The delay was
due to the difficulty of the printer
in procuring materials. They arrived here several days after
classes had been dismissed for
the holidays.
Faculty members, who, in the
past, have had trouble in getting
their copies, may call for them at
the SCF office.
The directory is a complete list
of students and faculty members,
their school and home addresses.
Sale of the books is being sponsored by SCF.
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needed: a fold Uaude...
by John Fay
Two things which Bowling Green needs rather desperately
are a men's dormitory and a field house with a capacity of at
least 10,000. It Is the latter about which most Interest centers
these days.
Probably the most spectacular sport of the day, so far as the
sports-minded public Is concerned, is basketball. Its fast action
and thrills keep crowds so tense and enthralled that It has become America's number one sport at the box office.
Since Its origin, the growth of basketball has been rapid—
in fact almost too rapid for its own good, for there are but a few
high school or college gymnasiums in the country which can
handle the crowds that throng to see the games.
When most of the gymnasiums now in existence were built,
basketball was In its Infancy and not very important. But a few
decades changed the picture completely and now there are
very few scholastic institutions which can adequately handle the
crowds.
The tough part about the whole situation is that the inability
to handle crowds is checking the popularity of the game. Take
for instance the man from Detroit who was Interested enough In
our Falcons to come all the way from his hometown to see them
pl6y Western Kentucky. Yet he had to be turned away because
there were no tickets left by the time he got here. You can rest
assured he won't be back.
Here at Bowling Green, where we have one of the finest
basketball teams in the country from year to year. It should
be of the utmost importance that we be able to seat everyone
who wants to see the Falcons play basketball.
Why is it important? For two reasons mainly. First, from
a financial point of view the present capacity of our gym does not
allow us to even break even whenever a big name team plays
here. For instance, though the Loyola and Western Kentucky
games were played before capacity (and then some) crowds,
there was a net loss of approximately $200 when the final totals
were added up. This was caused by the guarantee that big
name teams require when they play at Bowling Green. They
will not hold still for a percentage of the small gate receipts and
for that you can't blame them. That is the main reason why you
do not see Notre Dame or Big Ten competition play at Bowling
Green also. Just too big a guarantee necessary.
It is estimated by officials that approximately 10,000 tickets
could have been sold for both the Loyola and Western Kentucky
games. An even more extreme situation can be found in the
case of the coming TU-BG game. Rocket Athletic Director David
Connolly stated recently that 35,000 tickets could be sold for this
game'if there was that much seating capacity available.
The second reason that we should cater to our basketball
customers is that the game has done much to publicize the
school, especially in the East. It is interesting to note that next
to Toledo and Cleveland, Bowling Green has more students from
New York City than any other city in the United States. How
else would these eastern students know about our small Ohio
university. There is no getting around the fact that trips to Madison Square Garden are a significant factor when the total enrollment figures are released each semester.
ft is apparent to everyone concerned that our own gymnasium is totally inadequate to handle the crowds who want to
see one of the top notch basketball teams of the country. It is
for the reasons expressed in this editorial that a new and larger
field house should be built as soon as possible. If we are to be
Mr. Big Time Basketball let's make It pay while we are at it. Let's
play for people from Detroit and Toledo who are definitely interested in our team. There is everything to gain by completing
such a building. Money, prestige, good-will and a greater enrollment for the best little school in America.

leafed, bowuuued at...
by Dick L.nh.tl

Fitzgerald in studying logic.
Learned that a point was abstract
But this he disproved quite completely.
By seating himself on a tack.
He: "Can I turn off that soft light?"
She: "Sure."
He: "Now that it's all dark in here, can I ask you a queslion?"
She: "Oh, yes."
He: "Do you think this luminous tie is worth two bits?"
Here'* to the ■hip* of our navy.
Here'* to the ladle* of our land.
May the former be well rigged.
And the latter be well-manned.
Lend an ear to the new Sons Of The Pioneers latest release,
"I'm Riding Tall In The Saddle, Cause My Horse Is Wearing
Elevator Shoes." It's really a collectors item, because Vaughn
Monroe doesn't have a solo.
Shoulder straps keep an attraction from becoming a sensation.
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by Nancy Nelaon

Here lie the remain* of poor Joe Bent

World Politics

He thought that by alienee she genre her consent.

by Libby Earnest
With a warning to American
youth against the little sparks that
cause great wars, Carl Sandburg,
American poet and formost living
authority on Lincoln, gave a commentary on current national and
international situations, Sunday in
the Men's Gym.
"Break through the past.
Tomorrow must be made of things
that were never known before.
Watch out for hate, for hate leads
to anger," he pointed out.
Plain, blunt-featured, slow-spoken, white hair worn Jody fashion,
Sandburg looked like a common
representative of the American
pioneer,
laborer,
farmer
and
dreamer that he put into verse.
"I am delighted with your colThe audience was charmed by
lege group," said Miss Sara All- his subtle humor, dry as a bone
good, when questioned about the and sharp as its broken edge.
student players in "The Lucky He spoke in an undulating rhythm,
receding, approaching,
like the
Finger." She thinks the players'
voice of a timeless ocean.
voices are exceptionally good.
From "The People, Yes," a book
Her part in Lennox Kobinson's of his poems, Sandburg read three
play will be Miss Allgood's second or four passages containing such
appearance with a college group. lines as 'whether the jug hits the
stone or the stone hits the Jug, its
Before she went to Hollywood, she
hard on the jug' and 'it's better to
played with students of a dramatic leave a child's nose dirty than to
school in Washington, 1). C. in wring it off.'
another of Mr. Robinson's plays.
Then he strummed a guitar and
Howling Green has been anxious sang ballads and ditties of Amerfor Miss Allgood's urrival here, ica, with the exception of one Norwegian song, "It's All The Same
and it seems that Miss Allgood Where You Go When You Die.
wanted to come, too. She read the "El-A-Noy," a pioneer song, was
piny while In Hollywood, liked it, followed by two modern ditties
and consented to play the lead. dealing with prices; "Aunt Clara,
a fictitious lady with a colorful
Having known Mr. Robinson since
past; "Hello, Girls," a Kentucky
lit 14, when they worked together ballad; the Negro spiritual, "Go
in the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, Down Moses;" and "Great Gawd,
she has since played in or been in- I'm Feelin' Bad, I Ain't Got The
teretted in many of his produc- Man That I Thought I Had."
tions.
Plays Any Part
At

the

Abbey

Theatre,

each

actor or actress was required

to

play whatever part was assigned,
so

Miss

played

Allgood

stated

everything

she

from

has

young

Gate Theatre
Like Igloo
by Harold Flagg
It was 6 a.m.

I fumbled sleepily for a green
While in training
at the Theatre, she would watch sweater.
By 6:15 I gazed into the mirror
rehearsals of famous stars such as
boys to old men.

Sarah Hernhardt to observe their and discovered my all-green engestures, facial expressions, walk, semble was actually a clashy blackand other detail* which added to and-blue combination—fine beginning for one of those days when
their greatness.
everything goes haywire.
A Hollywood actress since 1989,
Still more asleep than awake,
Miss Allgood says she prefers the
I treked westward ho to the Gate
stage artistically, hut the screen Theatre, a Bee Gee refugee from
financially. Her main criticism of an army orientation class.
the movies is that they aren't real-

The theatre's white paint blendglamorize ed with its wintry, icy encasing.
Inside the theatre raged a battle
their productions to too great an
of the seats.
It was man against
extent.
seat in a fight to the finish. (Late
Of all the movies in which she Flash—Through trial and error,
has appeared, Miss Allgood chose some of the contestants are be"The
Hamilton
Woman"
and lieved to have found seats which
"How Given Was My Valley" as didn't collapse before, after, or
during use.)
two of her favorites
I came, I saw, I conquered—a
Picks Favorite Stars
seat, that is.
I landed; the situEven Miss Allgood has her fa- ation was well in hand.
istic

enough.

They

Only after applying ye radar
girls will be glad she chose Gregory sets to ye ears was ye acoustics
problem solved.
That left only
Peck as one of her favorites, along
ye question of "to freeze or not
with Merle Oberon, Sir Cedric to freeze."
Hardwick,
Vivien
Leigh,
and
Thus begins the day of one
Dorothy McGuire.
whose winter schedule begins with
Miss Allgood has appeared on classes at the Gate.
the radio numerous times.
She
Until time heals the faults of
hopes to appear in a radio Theatre
West Gate, we do highly recomGuild production of one of Mr.
mend
three
qualifications
for
Robinson's playa.
prospective "Gate-ors:"
Actresses perhaps more than
1) Bravery beyond the call of
other people have superstitions.
duty. 2) Hearing aids.
3) EskiMiss Allgood refuses to let anyone
mo ancestry.
enter her dressing room whistling.
She will not lay an umbrella on
■ bed, or light three lamps in *
room.

vorite actors and actresses.

The

QUEENS AND KINGS:
Christmas brought the expected to some and also the unexpected . . . campus sparkles like the season Itself from the many
rings . . . bright spots and blink blinks to Eileen Grover from Dee
Gardiner—Bette Throne from Joe Packo—Marge Biggs from hometown Toledoite—Jo Schull of the Flndlay Schulls ringed by Dick
Krantze—and pins, wishes or thoughts from Al Thorington to
Bette Thlelman—ex-Bee Geelte "Gil" Gilbert pinned by Jim Conroy ... the frat got "Moose" Stevenson, the mayor got the
money and the cannonball remained . . . elopement and otherwise section- — Pat Young with Johnny Rose over vacation . . .
and the almost married division—Ida Nlnl between semesters to
Charles LaRue . . . interesting item no. 4,337—there are 2200
coffee beans in a pound of coffee (depending on how much you
squeeze them). . . and more—Virginia Cook engaged to Kenny (?)
.Ruth Swlsher engaged to Don Adams . . . Joan Van Tilberg
pinned by Don Deltesfield of cartoon fame (not in them, he does
them) . . . last year Bee Geeile Dot Cowan married over vacation
. lost and not found—Art Mllllgan of the Geographic family
lost his glasses and therefore isn't much good to his classes . . .
Dom Spoto placed the glittering gilts on Ulinolsian Teresa Tarara
. Kappa Slg housemother Mrs. Arthur pinned by Art Lauer
during the party over Christmas . .. and Ruth Murphy pinned by
"Put-Put" Barnes—hot scoop . . .
CHECK:
To flirt 1* very wrong;
I don't
Wild youth* chase wine, women, and song;
I don't
I Ides no girls, not even one;
I don't know how the thing 1* done;
You wouldn't think I have much fun—
I don't
FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:
The excellent sportsmanship of the basketball team and Leo
Kublak In particular—shown at the games by attitude toward
opponents . . . triple win over week end—two basketball games
and one swim meet . . . bucket o' suds and carton of tobacco
flowers on general principles to Jay Vasterllng who thought he
was finished during the swim meet when well along the way to
setting a record and then found out he needed another lap . . .
tickets for TU-BG game rumored to number 1000 (students, that
Is) . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE:
Putting on a red, flare backed coat trimmed in leopard fur,
over her brown basic dress complete with rhinestone choker and
bracelet and brown peacock shoes—Helen Kreitzer along with
escort getting ready for the snow . . .
DIRE'S IRE:
Lack of activity by class presidents and officers and the
usual complaint over the election of the Frosh prextee . . .and the
fouled up ticket situation for the home games . . . ashes In the
coffee—placed there by the childish actions of some fraternities
in their attempts to substitute unoriginal schemes for the now outlawed paddles ...
CHECK:
She stood in the street at mldnlte
As the traffic homeward sped.
She was struck by the beauuous moonlit*—
But that's not the reason she's dead.
MORE QUEENS AND KINGS:
MUly Baden ringed by Jim deLesDemier (no relative of
Tim's), U. of Mich. ATO . . . pinning follows—Ann Sullivan to
Fred Elchmeyer . . . engaged, Mary Galloway and Jim Messlnger of Marlon, O. . . . diamond from Art Moyer to Dottle Culbertson . . . Marine Louis Rlsser engaged to Marge DeVore ... cooperation excellent by PiKA's—the snowmen they made have
appeared at most corners of the campus and one was seen In a
comer with an Alpha Chi at the dance Saturday night . . . and
a bright spot—Phyllis Vandenburg of the summer school Vandenburgs—got it from Purduelte Jim Wyley . . .
PASS:'
Freshman girl* don't mean to be mean.
But demerits soon mount up to fifteen . . .

Examination Schedule

Likes "Meany"

Roles

While some people object to
playing cruel character parts. Miss
bea Hear
Allgood is quite happy in that type
of role. She does not want to get
classed as one certain type of actress.
Numerous of her Hollywood roles have been as sweet,
motherly persons, to which she
does not object, but she relishes
10-12
the occasional "meany" such as
the one she portrayed in "Kitty."

IM
Thar*.
I—. II

Fit.
lea. II

Frig. 101
102

Cham. 101, 102 Math. 95
201. 202
100
903
101. 102
111. 241

8 MWT

I MWF

Tee*,
lea. IT

W*e.
lam. II

Jam. •*

Aect. 121

II MWF

1 MWF

2 T Th

Although Irish by birth and
Math. 96, 103 Ecan. 201
4 MWF
104, 112 B. A. 102
descent. Miss Allgood was natur201
Econ. 202
alised 10 years ago. In her BeverYOaa N.V.
ly Hills cottage she has an Irish
maid, a Mexican dog, and two love
ITTh
3 MWF
lOTTh
1212 T Til
3TTh
.Bobble Simpson John birds. During her free time, Miss
Eileen Dewhursl Allgood loves to knit and to play 1. If 0 course and number Is listed In the outline abova. all sections of the eourea will lake the •samlnatton ai the d**lanat*d
sal Foley, Margaret Flnney bridge.
hour. For example, all secUona of Soc. 201 will take the examination Tuesday. Ian. 27, at * a.m.
2. For all other courses not listed In the outline, th* first meeting In the week determines the time of oxaminanou. For example,
__Dora Terbtian
Her appearance here for the
a History class meotlna S MWF will take th* *xamlnatlon Thursday. Ian. 22. at 10 a.mVirginia Marion
production of "The Lucky Finger" 3. For court** not scheduUd. conflicts, or oth*r lrr*aulartti*s. pl*as* ch*ck with your initrucloc for th* hour of th* *xam!nation.
4. PWas* do not ask your Instructor to chano* th* hour of his •xamlnanon. No chang.i In this published schedule are authorised.
Dan Rasestt is a great honor for Bowling
Janet Moll Green, one which will long be re- (NOTE: Two chanaes In th* abov* schedule have been announced by I. W. Bonn. Registrar. Bmlniss law IIS will be aWen
Thursday. Ian. 22. from 8 to 10 a.m-; Statistic* 202 will be alT*n Friday. Jan. 23. from I to 10 a.m.)
_John Mires membered.

HHIIIIKID Wt>» NATIONAL ADVAXTIAI «• • »

4SO

Sara Allgood Sandburg Gives
Praises Actors Views on Current
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MUSIC

strictly longhair
by Cil Fos

by "Sootle" Bloemkar
Last Sunday'* radio performance of Honegger's "Joan of Arc
at the Stake" brought one of the
most dramatic of modem works to
the American public. Written as
an oratorio depicting the events
of Joan's life running through her
mind as she stands at the stake
about to be burned by the English,
the work curves off in the grand
manner. Its recent performance,
under the direction of Karl
Munsch, was done by the New
York Philharmonic, Williamson's
Westminster Choir, various soloists, and ballerina Vera Zorina
handling the speaking part (in
French) of Joan.
Manhattanitai last week wel
coined opera's loving couple, tenor
am sure he will do the same in Ferruccio Tagliavini and soprano
Washington."
Pin I.assinari who fell in love in an
"He's the onair raid shelter in Italy and were
ly man capable
married in 1941.
of holding
Their Toscn, last week at the
o f f i c e , Jake
Met, came closer to being first rate
Schock told
Italian opera than this country hus
us
about his
heard in many a day.
Perhaps
choice, E i s e nopera will take a turn for the bethower. It may
ter soon. It's about time . . .
be a personal
reason. Jake admitted since "I
served under
him in the
E.T.O
and
I
think he's a
Schock
good leader of
men."
The Parma sophomore
Most students who arc not in
thinks Eisenhower has a (food education, have a very vague conchance, since "the ex-service men ception 'of what elementary teachwill vote for him and so will the er education really is. Unlike liberal arts students, they get practiwomen . . . since he's so good lookcal experience in their field. By
ing."
the time they graduate, they arc
"Taft has a well qualified to assume a position
strong arm pol- in an elementary school of any
icy to let Russia class.
know where
Part of their training is the inthey stand,"
termediate step between their
says Dick Maydaily supervised teaching, and the
field about his
choice for the time when they are teaching on
1U48 candidate. their own. This is the two week
period when they are off-campus
Another reason
teaching. If you have been won
for
Dick's
choice is that he tiering why you haven't been seeing certain girls on campus lately,
feels labor unions have too it is probably because 32 elementary education students are pracmuch power
Dick Mayfield
tice teaching in their home towns.
and "he's the
The first few days they usually
boy that can handle them."
observe the regular teacher's
"Because he
method. When they have become
is the only man
acquainted with the school, its fathat represents
cilities, and teaching methods they
the liberal trend
are ready to take over the class
in Am e r i c a n
occasionally. By the second week,
thinking," Stan
if they are deemed capable, th
Gordon's choice
teacher allows them to teach most
for the candidaof the time.
cy is Wallace.
Since their semester's classwork
"Frankly, I
is education courses, they will have
don't think
no regular work to make up.
he has much
i ney will hand in written reports
chance, the
of their experiences while teachNew York sening,
and will have discussions of
ior admi 11 c d ,
Stan Gordon
the various problems which they
but "the strategy behind his running is to show encountered.
Before they start their teaching,
that his liberal trend in the counit has been approved by the supertry is evident."
When the intendents and teachers of the
quest Ion was schools to which they go. Upon
p r e s e n ted to completion of their two weeks
Don Terrell, the there, the teachers and superintenresulting con- dents send reports back analyzing
versation not the work done by the student
only br o u g h t teacher and perhaps suggesting
forth the merits her weak points which should be
of Stassen as a improved.
candidate, but
If these 32 girls are a sample
b i o g r aphical of the education training being
sketch on the done in colleges all over America,
man as well. and it is quite safe to say they are,
Don has deep then tomorrow's parents can rest
admiration for assured that their children are beDon Terrell
his choice of ing guided and trained by wellpresidential candidate because of qualified teachers.
the difficulties he has undergone in
completing school for one thing.
"In eight years," the Elyria sophomore concluded, "Stassen has advanced to where he became the
youngest governor that Minnesota
ever had, and has taken all the
responsibilities of it in stride."

A variety of answers resulted
from the question of the students'
choice for the presidential candidate for 1948.
New Yorker
Joseph Mercurio is strong: for
Tom Dewey.
He has run New
York state efficiently, for he
has shown scientific, businesslike at t i t u d e
towards running the most
complex state in
the Union." loe
L u
•. stated without
Jo..ph M.rcur.o ^MKm
..,

Practice Makes
Perfect Profs

HOUSE
OF
FLOWERS

Park Your Car While
CORSAGES

You Eat

'Saxon Charm' A Selling Success,
But In Poor Taste, Says Reviewer
by A. L. McCl.in
The Saxon Charm by Frederick Wakeman
A tie or shirt is a practical Christmas gift. If the cravat
is of the "bartender" style or the shirt has a tablecloth pattern, either may be exchanged untouched at the local store
with an amicable understanding with well-meaning parents.
A book, however, requires more
than a quick glance for an accepMOVIES
tance of its quality. After reading
reel entertainment a poor novel, it would hardly be
"playing the game fairly" to reby Jim Limbachar
turn it to the keeper, or whatever
SONG OF NY HEART, on Al- sobriquet is given to the proprielied
Artists-Monogram
t'ieturs tors of bookstores, and exchange
starring Sir Cedrie Hardwieke, it for something by Marquand or
Audrey Long, and Frank Sund- Costain. Thus it would seem that
strom.
a book is not always the ideal
The story of Peter Tschaikow
sky and his beloved music comes Christmas gift.
In all fairness to Frederick
to the screen in a fanciful and interesting motion picture. The cast Wakeman it must be said that his
is virtually unknown, but all are new novel, ."The Saxon Charm,"
adequate.
The music, however,
is a success—from a financial
steals the whole picture from the
rather questionable accuracy of viewpoint. Elevator operators, office girls, and various other public
the story.
WHERE THERE'S LIFE, A servants in one large city lay the
Paramount Picture starring Bob "charm book" aside long enough
to serve customers and then hastily
Hope, William Bendix, and Signe
return to the doings of Matt SaxHassc.
Old ski-snoot is back again in on.
Evidently with his third novel
another hilarious comedy that
can't miss at the box-office. Hope, the author has discovered the "Midas
touch" system of writing—
never better, is asked to becom
king of a mythical country and throw a self-centered heel into a
from there on, there's no let-up weak plot, feature a yachting paron laughs. Hope's wit is sharp as ty which will appeal to the peasants who will never board such
always, and Bendix is terrific!
CASS TIMBERLANE, an MGM a social indicative vessel, and to
Picture starring Lana Turner, Errol Flynn and other celebrities
Spencer Tracy. Zachary Scott, who will enjoy comparing it with
own
yachting
madcaps.
Tom Drake, Mary Astor, Albert their
Dekker, Margaret Lindsay, and Night clubs have universal appeal
and wives strewed at random also
John I.itel.
Sinclair Lewis' novel has been make interesting reading. Smut is
wonderfully transcribed for the as necessary in a book of this kind
screen in this picture in which as a publisher.
Mr. Wakeman's protagonist in
everyone in the cast is a star.
Eighteen of them, no less. And all his first book, "Shore Leave," was
turn in credible performances, in- a conceited showofT and Vic Norcluding Miss Turner who is a "Sas- man of "The Hucksters" was a
Matt .Saxon is
sy Cassy" from start to finish. ruthless idealist.
Put this on your "must see" list. a combination of the characters in
his two previous books, and seems
fated to be' the most popular of
the lot. Perhaps in his next book,
FASHION
his hero will be a man with horns
and a tail.
Unfortunately the author has
■ by Tada Christy
neglected to learn the art of writing along his prosperous literary
trail and his book shall probably
You don't have to accept your- have the life span of the average
self as you are. It's much smarter popular song of today.
to pick out your points, capitalize
on them and tone down your less
pleasing assets. As far as makeATO Extends Contest
up goes, you can do wonders. Did
you ever think of blending away
that extra roundness of your face? For Naming Band
Start rouge high on your cheeks,
The AT0 Gcrman Band namc
right near the corner of the eye, contellt h„, been extendcd to Feb.
and bring the tint straight down , B ,)(,CBU8C of on|y a few entries.
to the hollow of the cheek.
A There is a prize of five dollars to
darker shade of powder on the the winner of the contest, who will
back of the cheeks and jaw bone be announced several days after
will fade away your apple-round- the final deadline.
ness. And to minimize your nose,
apply a darker shade of powder on
The shape of your face is of
the tip and sides. But if you want prime consideration when you're
your hollowed face to look fuller, arranging your coiffure. You all
bring the rouge forward toward probably know that a side part
your nose along the cheekbone.
makes a full face seem slimmer
You may be satisfied with your and longer, while a center part
lips, but if you aren't, try a little does the opposite. Brushing the
paint job. No one likes to see hair up and away from the ears in
lipstick smeared an inch over the loose waves detracts from a square
edge but you can enlarge your too jaw creating an oval looking face
thin lips with a brush, skill, and and high fluffed bangs have a
some good sense. (Did you know lengthening effect. If you like to
that a thin mouth makes unusually wear your hair up, just remember
large teeth look even larger?) that it takes a mighty pretty gal
And if your lips are already large, to get away with such a feature
why don't you redden them just revealing hair-do. A good trick
inside their outline? They'll look is to set your hair so that there is
smaller. Don't forget to blot any some fullness around your ears
creams you may have on your and neck.
face, for the oils and lipstick will
The best news of the year, is a
mingle and cause a frayed, smudgy quick hair-setting routine
Use
lip outline.
cologne instead of water to transAs for mascara, a little never form drooping curls to the way
detracted from anyone, but do they should be and you'll be ready
You
strive for a fresh natural look. If for that unexpected date.
you happen to spatter some mas- see, cologne drys much faster, but
cara on your skin, an orange stick beware, habitual use of cologne to
with moistened cotton on the tip set your locks may make them dry
and strawy.
is just the thing to remove it
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Personality
Portraits
by Jane Carlton

GREEKS

Venus
and
Apollo
by Judy Cnriity

GAVEL CHANGES HANDS.
Jan. 0 Phi Beta Mu, a Zeta
Beta Tau colony, elected the following officers: Joe Finkelstein,
president; Harold JatTee, vice-president; Harry Specter, treasurer;
Michael Billig, secretary. The officers installation is Jan. 17.

Dr. Samuel Lowria
Once upon a time the folks in
Silver Valley, Texas paid special
attention to Friday the 1.1th—that
was the day the stork brought
Samuel Lowrie to town.
Ill-fate was stayed away from
his door however, and his life
has been filled with ninny pleasurable and worthwhile experiences.
Raised and schooled in the Lone
Star state. Samuel was one of
nine children and his father was a
country physician. Cotton picking
nnd killing rattlesnakes were everyday doin's when he was a boy
and breaking broncos was a favorite pastime during his high school
days.
Um—Navy!
Ho attended Rice Institute
where he majored in sociology nnd
received his H.A degree. After
teaching in n grnde school near
his home he spent several yean in
the Navy and then went to Columbia University for his masters and
Ph.D. degrees.
Mrs. Lowrie, also n student of
sociology at Rice and Columbia,
went abroad with Dl1. Lowrie to
China where they taught sociology
at the University of Soo Chow.
When the people of this region
were driven out from the north
by Chiang Kai Chek daring a revolutionary period, the Lmvries returned to the states where they
joined the faculty of Muskinghiim
College.
B.C. Since '38
In 1933 Dr. Lowrey was sent to
Sao Paula, Brazil by the Brazilian
Council in New York to teach and
carry on research for the government. He came to Howling Green
in 19.18 and has headed the sociology department since that time.
Most interested in family relations and also race relations, Dr.
Lowrie has written many articles
on these two subjects. Last fall he
made available for freshmen a
cnur.se on dating which has been
very popular and which has received a great deal of publicity
throughout the country.
The Lowries have two children,
Margaret and Harman, both college graduates.
Their home is
151 S. College Dr. •

OATHS AND VOWS.
Sigma
Nu fraternity initiated the following 14 men Dec. 14: Ed Cheslock,
Al Dclau, Chris Depas, Gene
Dinkle, Jim Hales, Bill Hemphill,
Tom Loomis, Ted Marchand, Art
Miller, Dick Murphy, Bill Neff,
ack Ott. Jack Peterson, Ken Sailor, Roger Seager, and Don Stork.
The ceremony was followed by a
banquet for the new members at
the University Club with Dr. Walter Zaugg as guest speaker.
Pi Kappa Alpha also hail initiation before the holidays.
Fred
Petrides.
Dick Albaugh,
Dan
Thoss, George Manyak, Ken Sauer,
Steve Kuhn, Bill Beatty, Nick
Market, Gerald Murphy, Wayne
Scheider, John Sheldon, Jim Rockwood, Anthony Schiavo, Don Dickson, and Don Ahlborn were the
pledges who were initiated.
Kappa Sigma fraternity had initiation for one person, George Bohanna, Dec. 10.
The Sigma Chi's had initiation
for four faculty members, two undergraduates, and two men from
town. Dr. L. Ogg, Dr. F. Meserve,
Prof. II. Mathias, and Prof. M.
IfcEwan were the members of the
faculty initiated. Reverend W. D.
Vesey, and Harry Havis, postmaster in Rowling Green, were the
men from town initiated and the
undergraduates were Wesley Vesey and Roy Lee.
RULING THE ROOST. Sigma
Chi fraternity has elected the following new officers: Ed Kuhn,
president; Hill Nye, vice-president;
Hob Schneider, treasurer; Dick
Wood, secretary; Al Reed, historian; and Jack Lee, pledgemaster.
Kappa Sigma fraternity elected
Hud Pugh grand scribe recently.
HEARTS? SPADES? DIAMONDS? CLUBS? Alpha Gamma Delta is sponsoring their annual bridge tournament starting
Feb. 11. Each group is asked to
start thinking about two bridge
friends to enter the contest. A
cup engruved with the name of
the winning organization will be
presented. The tournament will
run about five weeks.
General
chairman for the tournament is
Dottie Kanouse,
Dottie Juntzman is the publicity chairman.
Groups not contacted by Friday
should get in touch with Dottie
Kanouse if their group is interested in participating in the tournament.
ON-DANCER. F o 11 o w i n g a
Christmas theme, complete with
snow men and a tree, the PiKA's.
gave an informal dance at the
American Legion Hall on Friday,
Dec. 12, 1947. A combo of Bill
Steiner's band provided the music.

ENJOY COKE
TIME
between classes every day at the

Hamburgers
Milk Shakes
Short Orders

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

FLOWER GIFTS

U CLUB

We Deliver

"Remember ouur Noon Specials"
Good food at popular prices

PHONE 5734

NO WAITING

331 North Main

Have you tried our New Extra Thick
Milk Shakes?

"Wall, rub my ayas —If I'm dreaming of delicious
Dentyne Chawing Cum, don't waka me up! I'm
all sat for that keen, clean taste—and do I like
the way Dentyne helps kaap my teeth white, too I"
Dentyne Cum—Made Only By Adams
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Dean's Office Lists Show
Sororities Pledge 200

Week-end Activities
Offer Varied Program

Exactly 200 women were pledged to the 11 sororities
during: the first semester of the present school year according
to lists compiled in the Dean of Women's office.
Largest pledge class will enter Alpha Phi, their total
number being 26.
Alpha Xi Delta was second with 24.
were#"—'
——^——
The
following women
pledged:
Alpha Chi Omtqa — Fr«hm»n: Phyllis
Blddl*. Belly C«n. Marlha FouHtes. Twilo
Gearhait, H«len Geetinq. Patricia Glann.
Barbara Gray. Norma Herqe, Dorolhy Kar•nlonli, Jeanne Silver, Suxann* Snyder.
"In the Good Old Summertime"
KarlB Taulker, lean William*. Uppwclau
Women: Corrln* Baldwin, Belly Furer. is the theme of Student Christian
Margery Pulechen. Nancy Swinnerlon.
Fellowship's meeting Sunday evePamela Winn.
Alpha Gamma Delta Freshm«n: Jean ning at 6 in the P. A. Auditorium.
Appleqato, Roberta Aihlm, FIOMI* Beer.
The program will feature four
Maureen Gn(|ln. Carol Hohlfelder. Bonnie
Johnson, Margaret Johnson. Loietta Kar- students who have been active in
winski. Eleanor Rent, Lois Ryder, Shirley
Scott, Pat Simon, Fiance* Tucker, Martha summer projects in various parts
Watl. Upperclass Women: Margaret Ahl, of the country and abroad. MariMarcino Elarlon, |o Ann Klein. Louise lyn McClean is in charge.
Lalbe, Carol McCammon, Kalhryn Morrow,
Dorothy Stover.
Speakers will include Joe RichThe Bowling'Green debate team which travelled to
Alpha Phi — Freshmen: Joan Bache,
loan Bohrer, Boa Bnnkman. Dimile Buck- ards, a "sea going- cowboy" on a Bloominfrton, 111., during this last week end to participate in
ley. Ruth Copeland, Sheila Crowley, Lllia- cattle boat to England last sumbelh CurtlM. Chciillne Gerhard. Marilyn mer; Peg Finney, a member of the Illinois State Normal University tournament returned
lean Horn, Betty Jean Hu||, Joanne Meck■trolh, Mitil Peterson, Roeamond Pratt. Joan the summer Youth Caravan of the with an impressive victory by winning eight out of 12 dePrentice. Shirley Pugh. Nelda Rudolph. Disciple's Church; Marjorie Hum- bates.
Joan Slier. Olive Smith, Marlha William*.
The team under the direction of Prof. M. H. Mikle, direcMary Wilson. Upperclass Women: Joyce mon, graduate student who has
Crockett, Mary Kinney, Lois Miller, Mau- spent the last two summers with tor of forensics here, included stu-*reen Mills. Marilyn Redman.
Alpha Xi Delta—Freshmen: Joanne Al- Students in Industry;" and "Stu- dents Kay Yeager and Aris Mallas
bright. Nancy Blauvell, Sally Collier. Pa- dents in Government," and a rep- for the affirmative and Louis Fertricia Christy, Monica Conway. Lois Dun- resentative from the summer Ge- nandez and Roger Warner for the
lap. lartel Dunton "arguerite fclston. Mary
negative. Robert Scott acted as
j Krost, Ruth Loomis, neva Conference.
Itnin
Dorolhy Marx. Martha Ann Mooth. Betty
The purpose of the program is orator. Topic of the debate was:
Jane Moms, Kathleen Pusler. Margaret
Sanderson. Donna Schumacher, Jean Shep- to present the wide-range of over "Resolved, that a world governA floor show featuring stuherd, Jeanelle Stewart. Eleanor Young.
Upperclass Women: Shirley Blauveh, 40 summer projects for students ment should be established."
dent talent prompted enthusiasElizabeth Elliott. Paulino Moeller, Rita at conferences, jobs in industry,
Forty-five colleges from nine
tic ah's (and may promote some
Roof.
Chi Omega — Freshmen: Doris Acklin, youth camps and hostels, and voy- states were represented at this in- A's) among faculty women last
vitational tournament.
Rowling
Virginia Brown, Barbara Hobensack, ages to foreign countries.
Phyllis Knapp. Marilyn Mercer, Sophie
Green was the only college repre- week.
Papachrlston. Lois Sautter. Anne Whitwoll.
senting Ohio.
Upperclass Women: Jeanne Barber, PatriStudents from the Dance Club
cia Gary.
Howling G r e« n ' s affirmative and senior dance class particiDelia Gamma—Freshmen: Nancy Armteam, losing only to Northwestern pated in the program, which was
strong. Belty Austin, Nancy Clements. Pal
Cuppy, Mildred Dague, Anne Hammond.
University defeated Illinois WesNancy Hickenlooper. Janet Kime, Helen
held in the Commons, Thursday
leyan; Manchester College, Ind.;
Kreitzer, Joan Lembo, Patricia McCown,
Sally Palmer, Barbara Schneider, Sally
night, Jan. H.
Illinois
State
Normal
University;
Squire. Donna Walker, Suzanne Whistler.
Thirteen
Business Kducation Indiana State anil the University
One of the three male students
Upperclass Women: Jean Canning. Judy
students were initiated to Pi Ome- of Marquette.
Twist. Tund Upsaker.
enrolled in the dance class, Jerry
Gamma Phi Beta-Freshmen: lean Als- ga Pi, national business education
Winning from F.urcka, Whca- Kiger, did a soft shoe tap dance,
paugh, Virginia Clayton, Jeane Gray. honorary at the last meeting, Jan.
Jeanne Haggard, Jane Harman, Verna
The following persons were ton, and Wabush the B.C. negative and m called back for an encore.
Harling. June Jackson. Pauline Miller. 7.
Ann Mundeil, Nancy Peterson, Joanne initiated during the candlelight debaters lost to the University of
Three modern dances were porSchiermyer. Ruth Schwendler, Grace Shi|ler. loann Simpson. Nancy Stiles. Dawn ceremony: Klvia Barrera, Hazel Nebraska, Millikan College, 111., trayed in which the girls composed
Voelxow, Mary Cathie White. Roberta Miller, Betty Lindsay. lohn R. and Dekalb College.
Whltelaw. Shirley Wtllyard, Vivian Wise.
Including this trip'the B.Q. de- their own choreography: "InviUpperclass Women; Virginia Cowm, Don- Becker, Mary Mack, Robert Hosna Schlembach.
kinson, Kdwin Kncpper, Jr., Nor- baters have traveled a total of tation to the Mardi Gras," with
Kappa Delta—Freshmen: Lois Cannon,
Mary Jane Danolfol. Jane Esgar. Janice ma Mondron, Robert Poland, Mil- 1400 miles this year and have par- Margaret Miller and Betty Raby;
Fuller, Mary Ann Hodge. Pat Holland, dred Haley, Lloyd Kiracofe, Joyce ticipated in debates against lf> col- "Tango," with Marilyn Gebbert,
Barbara Huebner. Iris lrwin, Mary Jane Kennedy, and Barbara Osmun.
leges anil universities.
MacDouqel. Lois Mtddaugh. Mary Ann
Virginia Dawe, and Ruth MarMoon. Helen Mueller, Donna Phelos, Jo
This sectional debaters' tournaAt
a
short
business
meeting
afshall; and "Indian Dance," with
Pierce, Lois Reed. Marian Roberts. Bonnie
Smith. Carol Walters. Upperclass Women: terward, it WRH decided to make ment was the tenth debate for the Irma Jean Johnson, Mary Ann
Elizabeth Baker, Peggy Boysen. Joyce Kel the Greek party first given last B.G. affirmative team and comDinkle, and Reva Bailey. All arc
tor, Uona Pohlod.
Phi Mu—Freshmen: Shirley Beetler. H. year by this organization, into an prised their ninth victory. In a re- students of Miss Evelyn Lockman.
Kay Braddock. Sibyl Bragg, Dorothy annual affair. Playing host to all cent tournament held at Otterbein
Soft strains of gypsy music, and
Campbell, Ann Frey, Marlory Geeting, Jan- the honoraries on campus, Pi Ome- College this team, which also inire Harvey. Mildred Herman. Jeanne MrDaniels. Helen No|lsger. Pal Thompson, ga Pi will hold this year's Greek cluded their negative partners, solos on the saxophone, xylophone
and drums were provided by the
Shirley Wendl. Pat Wickerhnm. Aden*- party tonight at 7 in Studio B, won six out of eight debates.
Wollen. Colene Woodmency. Urn>erclass
Riglnw sisters (of the city music
Women: Marlon Brant. Mary Flo Compton, Practical Arts Bldg.
Many debates and discussion store): Virginia (a 1934 Bee Gee
Bonna L. Mills, Pat Muslof, Eleanor Shafer.
groups
have
been
scheduled
for
the
graduate, now Mrs. Hartman of
Sigma Rho Tau Freshmen: Lucy Ahufuture by Prof, Mikle. This Sat- Bryan); Edith, and Josephine.
mada. Edith Ludwig
Upperclass Women: Betty Lou Clay pool, Mary Frederick.
urday a discussion group will visit The latter is an accompanist in the
Lillian Hanlc, Marianne Mark, Ruth New
Oberlin where a legislative assem- physical education department.
man.
bly is being held, which will inTheta Phi—Freshmen: Jane Baiter. Janet Corner, Mane Ellis, Harriet Lewis. Ann
clude colleges of Northeastern decided upon, the local debaters
McCarthy. Nancy Powers, Arlene Stmif|«*r.
The Pre-Enginecr's club will | Ohio.
Mary Ellen Slau||er. Helen Tsarones, Eleawill travel to Georgetown Univernor Varcoe. Sue Walsh. Upperclass Wo- hold a meeting tomorrow night at
In February Prof, Mikle is plan- sity in Georgetown, Ky., for a demen: Helen Pugh.
7 in 400 of the Science Bid*.
ning a trip to Purdue University baters' "blue grass" tournament.
Mr. H. E. Carney from General
for his debaters. Also in February In the early spring Prof. Mikle is
Electric Co. will talk on electrical
a debating group from B.G. will planning a long eastern trip for
engineering, and also give a
demonstrative show on "Lightning represent the University at the his debate squad which will carry
them through the vicinity of
Men's State tournament.
and Electricity."
Sometime during the month of Washington, D. C. and PhiladelThis club is also forming a li- March, no definite date has been phia.
Psi Chi, psychology honorary,
will not hold its January meetil.fr brary which is located in the enbecause of a conflict with final ex- gineering drawing department.
Members are to have access to this
amination schedules.
Election of new officers will library at all times.

This week end's social events include two dances, two
movies, A Cappella Choir Concert, and the opening of "The
Lucky Finger" Monday.
The Social Committee is sponsoring: a disc dance Friday
evening in the Women's Bldg. "Nightmare" is the movie to
be shown in the PA Auditorium.
Saturday night Beta Sigma
giving an orchestra dance in the
Women's Bldg.
"Strange Illusion" is that evening's movie.
On Sunday, Ian. 18, the A Cappella Choir is giving a concert at
Bowling Green Methodist
Phi Beta Mu, local fraternity the
Church at 8:16 p.m.
on campus, has been accepted as a
"The Lucky Finger," starring
colony to Zeta Beta Tau national
Miss Sara Allgood, opens Monday
fraternity.
Zeta Beta Tau will night and runs through Jan. 24.
be the eighth national fraternity
The social committee announces
on campus when they receive their the social calendar for the remaincharter from national headquar- der of the Bemester:
Jan.
ters.
14—Assembly, Robinson - AllPhi Beta Mu was recognized by
good, Main Aud. 10 a.m.
the Inter Fraternity council last
Lecture, Mr. SchwarzOct. I. The committee of alumni
Douglas, PA Aud.
from Zeta Beta Tau was sent to
16—Disc dance, Women's Bldg.
Bowling Green to confer with the
Movie, "Nightmare," PA
local fraternity and University ofAnd.
ficials. The committee sent a fa17—Orchestra Dance, Beta Sigvorable report to national headma, Women's Bldg.
Movie, "Strange Illusion,"
quarters after their visit here, and
PA Aud.
ihe Phi Beta Mu's were recognized
18—A Cappella Concert, First
as a Zeta Beta Tau colony.
Methodist Church
As soon as the locals meet the
19-24—Play, "The Lucky Finmembership quota, they will reger," Main Aud.
ceive their national status. Pres23—Square Dance, Women's
ent members of the fraternity are;
Bldg.
Stan Gordon, president; Harold
Movie, "Camille," PA Aud.
Jaffe, Joe Finkelstein, Harry Spec24—Orchestra Dance, Women's
tor, Monroe Rappaport, Mitchel
Bldg.
Berens, and Michael Billig.
Movie, "Slightly Honorable, PA Aud.
26—Organ Recital, Kay ltayless,
Main Aud.
30—First semester ends

SCF To Feature
Summer Work

Debate Team Wins
Eight out of Twelve

Faculty Enjoys
Floor Show

Pi Omega Pi
Initiates 13

Pre-Engineers Meet
For Demonstration

Psi Chi Honorary
Cancels Meeting

take place at the next meeting to
be held in February, Pat Peterson,
president, announced at an officers' meeting on Dec. 8.

that

please make excel-

To Form Club

Dean Arch B. Conklin announced that a Chess Club is being
The monthly business meeting
formed for all students interested
in chess, with two separate groups, of the Press Club will be held
Thursday, Jan. 15, in 303 Adminadvanced and beginners.
For beginners, there will be istration Bldg., at 7 p.m.
chess claases with qualified instructors, standard equipment, and a
chess library. Advanced players,
besides having games between
themselves, will have inter-collegiate and inter-national meets via
mail.
All students interested may sign
applications in Dean Conklin's office. The time and place for the
first meeting will be announced at
a later date.

For the best
in car service
Remember your
Hudson Dealer

call 9041

Carnicom-Dotis

FOR SALE: Girls ic« akalti. si» 7.
whll». practically n«w us«d only thr««
hm«t. Bolty Moore, Mutic D«pl. oftlc*.

PARTY SNACKS
WHEN FRIENDS DROP IN FOR AN EVENING CHAT
AND A REFRESHING DRINK
Kosher Foods

Italian Foods

Roumanien Pastromer

Capicola (beef)

Corned Beef

Provalone (cheese)
Pepperone
Antipasto

Smoked Tongue

Caponatina

Corn Rye Bread

Rague (Italian Spagetti sause)
Tomato Past
Salami

Pumperknickel

Spaghetti

Bolona

DELICATESSEN FOODS
Imported Roguefort, imported Italian gorgonzola cheeses, bine
cheese, aged alpine cheddar, imported swiss, liederkrantz, long
horn and many other fancy cheeses.

113 W. Merry Ave.
Stuffed olive fillet of anchovies, imported sardines, smoked turkey pate, anchovey paste, caviar, snappy snak herrings, cream
kosher herring, Vienna sausages, and various other delicacies.

Fountain Service
Sandwiches
Sealteit Ice Cream

Party service of tray of appetizers, hors douevres and canapes.

lent Valentine gifts
for appointments

Press Club Holds
Business Meeting

Peppered Beef

Merrill's Dairy
Bar

Photographs

Chess Enthusiasts

Soft Salami

Art Club To Petition
National In Spring

FOR SALE: Singlebreasted Tut. Sue
Art Club expects to petition
37S. Worn six times, excellent conditionAlso formal shirt and three collars, site Delta Phi Delta, national art hon15^/33. Complete studs. Pair black dress orary, sometime this spring, acshoes site IIC. Complete outfit $30. Don
cording to Don Deitesfeld, presiKmnaman. Kappa Sigma House.
dent.
Plans for organizing a
LOST: Shell rimmed glasses in ca
Finder please notify Arthur Millkgan. 302 scrapbook of club activities were
made last Thursday.
E. Merry St.

Walker Studio

Local Fraternity
Made Colony

o

Open Daily
10 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Deliveries
Phone 6054

LIQUID REFRESHMENTS
Phone 12791 for delivery service
" . . . and she's thrifty, too.

She sends all her formats, suits, dresses

and hats to the SANITARY DRY CLEANERS.
139 E. Wooster, ne*t to the Lyric.

They're located at

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carry-Out
115 W. Merry

Adah Snyder, Prop.
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Michigan State Swimming Team Meets Falcons Here Tonight
by Gene Stoney

kicking it aAxumd

The Falcon swimmers, fresh from a decisive 52-23 victory over Ohio University, Saturday, meet Michigan State
C.C.C. champs and one of the four top teams in the country
tonight in the Natatorium.
Michigan State, who handed Bowling Green one of its
two losses last year, has five members of the 1946-47 allAmerican team returning.

by Tommy Foy and Ed Chealock
FALCON HOME COURT WIN STREAK GOES TO 40 GAMES
When the Falcons topped Loyola Saturday night avenging
their New Year's Eve loss to the sharp-shooting Chicago five, they
increased their home court winning streak to 40 consecutive
games without a setback. According to the record books, the
last time the Bee Gees were defeated here at Bowling Green was
in January, 1946, when a powerful Great Lakes squad eked out
a 52-50 decision over the Orange and Brown. Leading the victorious invaders that memorable night was big Mel Riebe, later
of the Cleveland Rebels, who tallied 21 points but was outscored
by Sid Otten who rang up 25 markers in the losing cause. The
starting lineup against the Bluejackets that night was comprised
of Sid, Gene Dudley, Leo Kubiak, Tom Inman, and lim Knierim.
ORANGE AND BROWN MOVING
UP IN NATIONAL CAGE RATINGS
BG's high-flying Falcons have moved up four places in the
national basketball picture, according to the latest Dunkle ratings, and are now in ninth place as compared to the number thirteen position they held last week. In the sectional ratings, the
Falcons' 72.4 finds them holding down fourth place in the Midwest division while Toledo with 67.3 is in the fifteenth spot. As
of this week, Andy's cagers are rated higher than any of the fourteen future opponents on the schedule, the next highest being
Western Kentucky with 71.7. Saturday's foe, Marquette, boasts
a 58.0 rating while the Eastern teams, Boston College and byracuse are rated at 53.2 and 65.3 respectively.

Matmen At
Michigan
This
IMS

Saturday,
oaiuraay,

the
me

IM Cagers
Start Play

The
Independent
basketball
leagues began last week with six
Bowling ' •
Dimmm
*. ... „,;„_
xVi»

Junior Varsity squad. The meet
will be the second of the year for
Bee Gee, the first being last night
at Findlay College. On the 24th
the Falcons will team against
Kent State, with these matches
also being away from home.
Due to many injuries and sicknesses, the team will not be up
to full strength for the matches.
Gordon Group, 175 pounder, broke
his arm while practicing, and he
will not see any action on the team
for the rest of the season. Captain Tony Bonito, and Jack Morimitsu both have cauliflower ears,
and may not be able to wrestle
for a few weeks. Bob Rehark was
taken ill over vacation and has not
returned to school yet.
In the Findlay meet, Jack Woodland and Ed Sustersic will once
again tangle.
Both boys played 1
fullback on their respective teams
during the past season.
j

ers completely routed the Hotshots
61-17.
The Allies conquered the Ramblers 23 to 10, Rockies Rockets
downed the Shantytown Paupers
24-23, and Sport Boys defeated
North Annex V 24-22.
Midway
Tech also opened up its season with
a well-earned victory.

Life Savins
Courses Open
All students interested in taking
Red Cross Life Saving and Water
Safety are invited to attend a
meeting in Room 100 Men's Gym,
Monday at 4:30.
If you plan to take any of these
courses it is imperative that you
Bring pencil
Bttend this meeting.
and paper.

Falcons Win
Five Of Six Games
Over Holidays

Coach Sam Cooper stated that
spectators will also have an opportunity to see George Hoogerhyde,
Michigan State's top performer,
who holds the two N.C.A.A.
Bowling Green's red-hot basketball squad gained five victories in records.
six tries over the holidays. The
The Falcons are banking on
Falcons downed their first four splash artists Charley Joyce, Fred
opponents, Ohio U., Texas Christian, South Carolina, and Western Kline, and Bob Ruth to take firstu,
Kentucky, before being stopped by and give Michigan a tough battle
Loyola at Chicago on New Year's throughout.
Eve, but enme back to wallop
The meet will begin at 7 p.m.
Brown the next Saturday.
No admission fee will be. charged
OHIO UNIVERSITY
Although threatened by several but all doors will he closed when,
400 seating capacity
ia
feverish bursts of scoring, Bowling the
Green finished with a safe margin reached.
Cincinnati, the second
Charli* Share is pictured in (he action of caging a two-pointer of 18 points over hitherto unde- team to defeat the Falcons last
feated Ohio U.. 87-49, on Dec. 19.
againat Loyola Saturday night. Tha Falcom won 68 to 61.
year, will be guests here, Saturday,
The
Bobcats
matched
BG's
starters, Share, Miller, Green, in a meet scheduled for I p.m.
Dudley, and Hcnning, point for Charley Keating and Roy Stirkney.
point until Weber, Payak, Kubiak, former breaststroke and backSpeichcr, and Otten pulled ahead stroke champions will set the pace
in the second period to lead at the
for Cincinnati.
half 34 to 21.
The Falcons are undefeated so
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
Merrily riding the victory train, Coach Harold Anderfar this season in two starts. The
Ten cagers from Texas Christian other victory rarne over Ft. Wayne
son's highly successful basketball team will be seeking its 17th ip,
victory of the season when the Falcons play a tricky Mar- £™ Dcc.Vomy to tumbled YMCA 61-15 as the BG swimmers captured every first.
quette squad in Milwaukee, Saturday night.
by Bowling Green 47 to 34. The
Marquette, always a sharp team and a constant threat, Horned Frogs from Texas began
will be playing its best ball after having dropped five,of eight the scoring and led after 6 minutes
games to some very tough oppon- of play, 13 to 9. Slowed up by the
ents including Michigan, Wiscon- TCIT zone defense, the Falcon five
put on a last minute surge to tie
sin, and Purdue,
the score at the end of the first
The Hilltoppers have some line period at 16 all. BG's second five
PiKA captured the fraternity
players, but are hampered by lack piled up 15 points in the second wrestling chnmpionship by virtue
quarter to 4 points for TCU to
of John Sheldon's tie-breaking
The fraternities opened fire on of experience. Only four of the hold a lead of 31-20 at the half.
the basketball courts Monday night squad are lettennen with but two
heavyweight victory over Cliff
WESTERN
KENTUCKY
as both leagues got off to their ini- in the usual starting lineup.
Approximately
1.000
persons Baker of Sigma Chi in the Dec.
tial games. In Ix-ngue I, Sigma These are F.ugonc Berce, a forwere turned away from a packed 17 finals.
Chi. led by Bud Flegle with 17 ward, and guard Mel Peterson,
gym, Dec. 29, as 3,500 others
The deciding pin came at 57
points and Jack Shuck with 13.
Berce, a potential all-Ameriean, watched Bowling Green defeat seconds of the second period to
smothered Theta Chi 62 to 15.
Western Kentucky 75 to 64.
Commons Club dropped Phi Delta set a scoring record of 227 points
In the first two minutes of the make the final score PiKA 16,
29 to 19 and Beta Sigma outscored for the Wisconsin school as a
game, Stan Weber sank two field Sigma Chi 10, and SAE 6.
ATO 20 to 10 in the other two
freshman and upon his return goals and Leo Kubiak dropped in
For placing in this meet these
contests.
a long one before Western Ken- groups were awarded 100, 83, and
In League II, Sigma Nu downed from service last year proceeded tucky registered a score.
Ken66 points, respectively, toward the
to smash this with a 339 total, lie
PiKA, Kappa Sigma defeated Phi has 172 in the first eight games tucky came back to take an 18 to all-sport fraternity championship.
16
lead
before
the
second
five
went
Beta Mu, and Pi Theta conquered this Beason.
ATO received 35 tallies for enterin and Bob Miller evened the score.
Kappa Tau. SAK drew a bye in
Berce is 5'll"and Peterson, a Kentucky batted in another, but ing the event but failed to gain a
the first week's play.
sophomore, is 6'4". James Ove, Red Spcicher tied it at 20 all. finalist.
SAE now has a narrow 206-208
Play will continue next Monday a 6'4H" freshman, will probably Gene Dudley came in with a couple
night at 6:30, with three contests start the game at center and of two-pointers and the Falcons lead over Sigma Chi in the race
for the trophy. PIKA hiked its
another sophomore, Joe Fauple,
being played in each league. At t)'2", will he at a forward. Beside held their lead from then on.
Sleepy Spears made 19 points total to 190, while the previous
the end of play the two league Peterson, either oue of two freshleader, Sigma Nu did not enter a
and Dee Gibson 16 for Kentucky.
champions will meet in a playoff men, Frank Graff or Boh Sullivan, Chuch Share was BG's top scorer wrestling team and retained its
160 count. ATO is fifth with 145.
will play guard.
game for the fraternity title.
| with 16.
In the 175 pound match Bob
Scott, Sigma Chi pinned George
Pugh of PiKA. Carl Davenport,
PiKA, won over Sig Chi'i Dick
Fast at 165 pounds and Ed Meredith of Sigma Chi defeated Joe
Mecurio, SAE, in 165 class.
Ron Smith, 145 pounder, gave
SAE its lone victory by pinning
Jim Milburn of Sig Chi in two
seconds of the second period. Ned
Hugus, PiKA, won over Alia
White, SAE, in the 128 pound
class.
All six matches resulted in falls,
four occuring in the first period.
A large cheering section watched
the action with sororities acting in
this capacity for the grunt and
groaners.
The women, wearing hats and
carrying signs, gave a festive air
to the occasion. Gamma Phi Beta
was assigned to the victors while
Alpha Xi Delta encouraged Sigma
Chi and Delta Gamma yelled for
SAE.

Cagers Meet Marquette
In Milwaukee Saturday

Fraternities
Open Cage
Schedule

Vaughn once again displays his vocal versatilityT-backed
up by the Moon Maids. You'll like this record—so lend an ear!
Another great record is the one belonging to Camel cigarettes.
More people are smoking Camels than era before!
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who

PiKA Captures
Mat Title

For your before
bed snack
Cookies

Rolls

Cakes

have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience"!

;

ems "

Ross Bakery
ISALY'S
(the world's best)
HOT FUDGE SUNDAES

20c
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Falcon Cagers Defeat
Xavier and Loyola
XAVIER

LOYOLA

by Jack Saylor

by Bill Day
Sporli Editor

With fast and rough play dominating the game, BG's Falcona
downed Xavier University, S4-36,
before un overflow crowd in the
gym last Friday night.
Stan Wobcr poured in nine field
goals and added a free throw to
top the point getters with 19. The
scrappy sophomore from Pcttisvillc was the only one to hit double
figurcB in scoring.
Capt. Art
Morthorst led the Xavier quintet
with 7 points.
Forty-nine personal fouls were
called, 22 on BG and 27 on Xavier,
in an attempt to keep the game
under control. The score for both
teams might have been much
higher, but neither team was hitting the hoop with any degree of
regularity.
Coach Anderson started Charlie
Share at center, "Red" Spcichcr
and Stan Weber at the forwards,
and John I'ayak and Lao Kubiak
at the guards. The Muskectcrs,
conqucres of Purdue and BttOD
Hall, tried to slow the BG fast
break, but the alert F#lcon defense
stole the ball time and again and
at the end of 12 minutes of play,
BG held a 15-12 advantage.
The Otten, Green Hening, Miller,
and Dudley combo entered the
game at this point.
For eight
minuets the game became quite
rough and sloppy. Otten threw in
a bucket, and after a free toBS by
X's Howie Schucllcr, Mac tipped
in another. Green of BG and Boxwell of the Musketeers both hit
from the charity line, then Bobby
Miller dropped in two free throws,
and Gene Dudley netted a set shot
giving the Falcons a 24-16 lead ut
halftime.
Howling Green warmed up midway in the third quarter after exchanging free shots with the Cincinnati club.
Dudley, Speicher,
and Share made gift tosses, and
Share tipped in a 2-pointer to
match goals by Schueller and Dave
Alston's free throw.
Here the
Falcons cut loose. After Spoicher's free Bhot, Kubiak scored.
Leo then passed beautifully to
Weber for another goul.
Stun
stole the ball and scored again.
Payak udded a hoop. Share canned a free shot, and Weber threw
in another goal and his lone 1pointer of the game. The Musketeers sundwiched in five points
during this BG splurge, and the
score with eight minutes remaining
was 44-25.

Howling Green's cage squad
evened their series with Loyola
this season at one victory apiece
as they dumped the Chicago team
B8 to 61 before 3,100 fans Saturday night in the Men's Gym.
Although Loyola put on a lastminute surge to shorten a 13 point
Falcon lead they couldn't catch
Bowling Green who held the lead
from the start of the second period. The score was knotted seven
times before the Orange and
Brown began to move and built
up a 35-20 margin at the half.
BG started fast at the bt-ginning
of the third quarter and run up a
41-30 advantage before two minutes had elapsed.
Anderson's
squad held their biggest lead, 53 to
37, with 13 minutes left to go before Loyola started to click and
began to close the gap.
The contest started slow and
the first field goul wasn't marked
up until four minutes of the first
period had gone by.
The lead
went bark and forth through the
remainder of the period until the
Falcons began to pull away.
Thus the cagers avenged the 5350 licking they took from l.oyoln
at Chicago on New Year's Kve, and
coupled with their Friday night
victory over Xavier it should move
them a lew more notches higher
in the national picture.
The
Dunkle Bating Sheet, published
weekly, puts the Falcons ninth in
the nation and fourth in the midwest. Duquesnc, which holds one
of the two Victoria! over Howling
Green this year, is rated sixth.
The Falcons were without the
services of John I'ayak in Saturday's game because of an injured
foot received in the Xavier game
the night before.
Karl Schwab
and Jim Knierim alternated in
I'ayak's place anil both did commendable jobs. Loyola's star center, Jack Ken is, was out of action
also with an injury suffered
against John Carrol on Friday
night.
Slan Weber, who is gradually
returning to the form he displayed
last year, led the HG scoring with
II points while Kd Karle had 11
for Loyola.

Sfiattl ut Skotti
by Kathy Arnold
With only
three more Basketball games
left to play we
find the Decades on top
notch in the
Tuesday Thursday League.
They have had
six wins and no
losses.
Two teams,
the Baaketeers
and
the Big
Kathy Arnold
Shots are tied
for second place with four wins
and two counts against them.
Virginia Kruse is captain of the
Rasketeers and Marie Kenny is
captain of the Big Shots.
In last place without a win and
five black marks against them we
find the Clumsy Clowns.
They
really picked a suitable title if
nothing else.

Bellard Honored BG Wallops
By W&M Squad Albion 81-46
Bruce Bellard, Falcon guard,
has been elected first team guard
on the William and Mary all-opponent football team for this season.
Jack Woodland, fullback,
was elected to the second team.
Both Bellard and Woodland
played brilliant ball against William and Mary in the Falcons' last
game of this season.
William and Mary, who played
such teams as Wake Forest, VMI,
and North Carolina, elected five
players from North Carolina to
their all-opponent team including
Charley Justice, ail-American selection in 1946.
William and Mary, who defeated
Howling Green 20 to 0, was edged
By Arkansas 21 to 19 in a New
Year's Day bowl game.

Bee Gee's cage powerhouse
trounced Albion College last Monday night, 81 to 46, as Coach Anderson used three new team combinations among 16 players.
Mac Otten, goal-less for three
games at forward, was placed at
center on the starting five. Chuck
Share went to the second quintet
and Red Speicher joined the startera.
The first team racked up 40
points in the IK minutes they saw
action.
Stan Weber was high scorer for
the Falcons with 11. Scoring honors went to Lewis Moon, Briton
center, with 14 tallies.

Lutheran Students
Hold Dinner Tonight

A dinner will be served at the
Lutheran Church Sunday at 6 p.m.
for the Lutheran Student AssociaMonday-Wednasday Leagua
tion members and their guests.
LOST: A gold idanhlicalion bracalat,
The teams in the Monday-WedThe Rev, Charles Harenberg of
nesday league are practically equal not enqravad. Lo»l on campus or naar Holy Trinity Church in Toledo will
Main Stiaat. I| lound plaasa call Carman
in standings.
We find three lawl.r. 2541. Room 318, Kohl Hall.
speak on the topic of "Isms."
teams in the lead with two wins
to their credit. The top teams arc
Falconcttes, Jinx, and Lucky Sevens. Polly Moeller, Reva Bailey,
and Trois Woods are captains of
the respective teams.
Physical Education Club
Physical Kducation Club will
meet Monday evening, Jan. 19,
at 0:30 in the North Gym of the
Women's Bldg.
Demonstrations
of dance, volleyball, and badminton will be given.
All physical education majors
and minors me requested to attend.

Rifle Team
Has First Match
Bowling Green's rifle team competed against Carnegie Tech by
postal match Saturday morning
in the Men's Gym. The result of
this match will not be known until the scores have been received
from Carnegie Tech.
The Rifle Club is also planning
to form an all girls rifle team to
compete against other girls teams
throughout the country. ' There
will be 15 girls on the team and
any female student is eligible.

Honorary Groups
To Attend Meeting
Members of all honorary groups
are invited to attend an informal
meeting, hosted by the Business
Education honorary, in Studio B,
Practical Arts Building at 7 tonight.
Officers from each organization
will take part in the program.
Refreshments will be served.

* PICK

THE ABC CIGARETTE
FOR MILDNESS AND YOU PICK
YOURSELF A WINNER"

THE DEAN OF

We are announcing
new hours:

AMERICA'S SPORTS WRITERS

6 a.m. - 2 a.m.
daily

Holland Snack
Bar

Fri., Sat.
Jan. 16-17
Open 12:45 daily
2 BIC HITS I

"Heaven Only
Knows"

AFTER THE GAME
REFRESH WITH COKE

with Robert Cummings, and
Brian Donlevy
Also

"Saddle Pals"
with Gene Autry and His
Wonder Horse
Sun., 1 ues
Jan. 18-20
Open 12:45

'The Secret Life
Of Walter Mitty"
In Technicolor
with Danny Kaye and
Virginia Mayo
Wad.. Thurs.
Jan. 21-22
Open 12:45
Opportunity Club Meats

TO SATISFY: MB!
. .Inn //tin change fa C//isftr/ir/</
Till: FIRST THING YOU WILL
NOTICE IS THEIR MlLDNUSS

2 Days

"The Unsuspected"
with Joan Caulfield and
Claude Rains

. j/i<tt.\ oictmse of //itir /i'f'////(>iir//>i/iti/w/i
Hor/di Best lo&acras

LYRIC ;SW*

£L AIAVAYS MILDER
By BF.TTKK TASTING
^•'0»li;H SMOKING

Fri., Sat.
Jan. 16-17
Open 2:15 Sat.

"Range Beyond
The Blue"
with Eddie Dean and His
Horse Flash
Sun., Mon.
Jan. 18-19
Open 2:15 Sun.

"Keeper Of The
Bees"
with Michael Duane and
Gloria Henry

•onuo UNDO Aumoarr c# rat COCA-CMA coaMNY rr
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

O '»<«."- c.-c*. e-w

Taa., Thurs.
Jan. 20-22
Open 6:45

"That's My Gal"
with Lynne Roberts and
Donald Barry
ftllWl'Ma.bassnUhmla^tcaCa.

1b$0>ft

